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Abstract: The transmission of medical data in remote places using telemedicine technology requires secured and
authenticated data transmission. In this paper, a novel technique is proposed to address authenticated mode of transmission
using digital signature which incorporates curve coordinate system. The authentication functions and hash codes are used in
the proposed algorithm and the keys are generated for secure transmission. The use of Quartic Digital Signature Algorithm
(QDSA) provides authenticity and integrity. The Signature generated encapsulated in the DICOM header and transmitted to the
receiver for verification. The proposed technique is demonstrated and evaluated using different modalities of DICOM images.
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1. Introduction
Telemedicine is used to communicate patient and the
doctors who are in remote places for diagnosis. The
revolution of image analysis and inclusion of communication
and information security plays a vital role in telemedicine
applications. Exchange of medical data in the network which
is prone to compromising the security of the medical data so
there should be some special standards that deal with medical
data security issues [1]. Digital Imaging Communication in
Medicine (DICOM) standard provides a set of guidelines to
achieve authenticity, confidentiality and integrity of the data.
A DICOM file contains Header and image data in a single
file. Header consists of constant and standard information
[2].
Confidentiality protects data from third party entity that
are not authorized to access the data. Authentication is the
assurance such that the both the entity involves in the
communication can claims each other. Integrity assures data
from source is not modified, inserted or deleted by any other
entity and received data exactly same. To provide security to
the medical data crypto based security mechanisms are used.
Encryption is the technique which provides confidentiality in
exchanging the data in the network which is applied in
telemedicine. Digital signature algorithms provides integrity
and authentication of the records transmitted during

telemedicine [3].
In this paper a curve based digital signature authentication
scheme for medical images is proposed which authenticate
the medical data. The existing digital signature schemes are
Digital Signature Algorithms (DSA) and Digital signature
based on elliptical curve cryptography [4].

2. Cryptographic Schemes
2.1. Integer Factorization
In integer factorization select p, q which is prime number
and compute n where n=p*q. it is easy to calculate n if p and
q is known, if n is known and it is feasible to calculate p and
q for certain range but it is computationally infeasible to find
p and q if both prime numbers are large. Security depends on
the difficulty of factoring large values of p and q.[5]
2.2. Discrete Logarithmic
It is based on finite theory. If g & h Є G then gx =h, where
G is acyclic group is called discrete logarithm to the base g of
h in the group G.DSA, the curve based encryption systems
are based on discrete logarithm. The difficulty in this
algorithm is if the quantum computers are unknown by the
algorithm then cryptosystem in infeasible.[5]
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3. Existing Authentication Techniques
3.1. Digital Signature Algorithm
The authenticity of digital data can be obtained by
mathematical model known as Digital Signature Standard.
They provide a layer of validation as well as security to
messages sent through a non-secure channel. DSA is based
on computational difficulty in finding discrete logarithm.
DSA consists of three parameters which are made public to
some group of users. Digital signature Standard algorithm is
as follows:
Global Public key:
Consider a prime number p and q prime divisor of (p-1)
which depends on bit length L. Where
p 2 L-1 < p < 2 L &
q 2 159 < q < 2160 with L=160 bits.
g=h (p-1)/q mod p, with 1<h< (p-1)
Private Key of sender:
Random or pseudorandom integer x with 0<x<q
Public Key of sender:
y=gx mod p
Secret number:
Secret number which is random or pseudorandom number
k with 0<k<q
Signature Generation:
r= (gx mod p) mod q
s=[k-1(H(m)+xr)] mod q
signature=(r, s)
Verification:
W=(s`)-1mod q
U1=[H(m`)w]mod q
U2=(r`)w mod q
V=[(gu1yu2)mod p]mod q

Receiver B receives copy from sender A and follows these
steps to verify the signature:
1. Signature (r, s) is integer or not in interval [1, n-1].
2. Calculate w =s-1 mod n and h(m)
3. Find u1=h(m)w mod n and u2=rw mod n
4. Compute u1P + u2Q = (X0, Y0), v= X0 mod n
5. If v=r then signature is verified.[6]

4. Proposed Algorithm
The random key generation in Digital Signature algorithm
leads to poor authenticity. The curve coordinate based
algorithm explained in this paper strengthen the selection of
the random key which depends on the following
parameters.i) a, b the real numbers ii) order of the curve iii)
the prime value [7] Proposed algorithm consists of signature
creation procedure and signature verification procedure. The
description of these two procedures is as given in this
section:
Quartic Digital Signature Algorithm:
A geometrical curve based novel technique is developed to
provide authentication of the data. A curve defined in
Cartesian coordinate plane with general equation y2 (y2-a2)
=x2 (x2-b2) this curve is called Devil’s curve [8, 9]. From this
general equation of devil’s curve for a=0.8 and b=1 curve is
as shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
Elliptic curve digital signature technique is implemented
on elliptic curve, ECDSA has three phases, key generation,
signature generation and signature verification.
ECDSA key generation:
Considering sender A’s key which is associated with
elliptical curve parameters. Each entity A follows these steps:
1. Select random integer‘d’ in interval [1 n-1] which
private key.
2. Compute public key Q=dP, where P is a prime of order
n.
3. A’s public key is Q and A’s private key is d.
ECDSA signature generation:
To sign a message m each entity A follows these steps:
1. Select a random integer ‘k’ in interval [1 n-1].
2. Compute kP = X1, Y1. And r=X1 mod n.if r = 0 go to
step 1.
3. Compute k-1 mod n.
4. Now find s= k-1 {h(m)+dr} mod n. h= hash algorithm
(SHA-1), if s=0 go to step 1.
5. (r, s) is the signature of m.
ECDSA signature verification:

Figure 1. Devils curve for a=0.8 and b=1.

Images are expressed in different points, considering these
points in algorithm to form different curves which helps in
different applications like curve modification and fitting in
image processing. The properties of Devil curve supports
image processing techniques like curve fitting algorithm,
pattern recognition and computer aided geometric design.
This research implements a novel Digital Signature
Algorithm technique for providing authentication on medical
images based on Devil’s curve concepts [10, 11].
Message authentication protects two parties who exchange
messages from any third party. However, it does not protect
the two parties against each other. This section proposes a
new variant of digital signature algorithm based on difficulty
of solving xth root problem.
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The algorithm involves three phases.
1. Key generation.
2. Signature Generation.
3. Signature Verification.
The key generation and signature generation carried out in
the sender’s side. The received data along with the signature
is verified by the signature sent by transmitter. If signature is
invalid the receiver discards the data and transmits the
indication such that the received data is not authenticated.
Compare to conventional signature algorithm this paper
describes curve based signature algorithm.
The flow chart of the proposed method shown in the
Figures 2, 3, 4 respectively.
A) Key Generation
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Figure 4. Signature Verification.

Proof of correctness of the algorithm:
LHS = ((sx, sy) x x (cx, CY) H (m)) mod n
= (((rx,ry) x (bx,by)H(m))x x(cx,cy)H(m)) mod n
=((rx,ry)xx ((bx,by)xx (cx,cy))H(m)) mod n
= y = RHS

5. Results
Consider the curve y4-4y2-x4+81x2 over prime field is
y4-4y2-x4+81x2=1mod (n2-n+41).
Where n =4, since it’s a quartic curve. Degree is 4.
n2-n+41=42-4+41=53 (According to Euler’s theorem).
y4-4y2-x4+81x2=1 mod 53.
Where a=2 and b=9 are the real numbers.
Table 1. Shows the generated points on the curves according to curve
equation selected.
x
y

13
4

40
4

5
7

48
7

6
8

47
8

25
11

28
11

2
15

17
15

7
3

Table 1. Points generated by the following curve y4-4y2x +81x2=1mod (n2-n+41).
Graph generated by the selected polynomial is shown in
Figure 5.
4

Figure 2. Key Generation.

B) Signature Generation
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Figure 3. Signature Generation.

C) Signature Verification
Receiver Side
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Figure 5. Graph generated by the polynomial y4-4y2-x4+81x2=1mod 53
where a, b are 2, 9 respectively [12].
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Example
Consider the random points on the above curve where
b= (40, 4)
r= (6, 8)
Select the two prime numbers p, q.
p=3
q=11
Calculate n, where n=p x q
n =3 x 11 =33
The random number x= 3;
H (m) =3;
The value H (m) obtained from the DICOM header.
According to the modular arithmetic properties
(bx,by)xx (cx,cy) =1 mod n
(40,4)3 x(cx,cy) = 1 mod n
403 x cx= 1 mod 33
Therefore cx =28
43 x cy= 1 mod 33
Therefore cy= 16
(cx,cy) =(28,16)
y = rx mod 33
y=(6,8)3 mod 33
y=(18,17)
Signature:
(sx,sy)= r ×bH(m) mod n
(sx,sy)= ( (6,8) x (40,4)3 ) mod 33
(sx,sy) = ((6,8) x (13, 31)) mod 33
(sx, sy) = (12, 17)
(sx,sy)x x (cx,cy)H(m) =(12,17)3 x (28,16)3
=(18,17)
Random points is generated through devils curve which
provides complexity in generating random points, Random
points in this quartic curve depends on selecting (a, b) points,
order of the curve. H (m) is selected from the DICOM header
information maintaining authenticity of each transmission
[13, 14].

authenticated. The algorithm implemented and tested for
various DICOM images.

6. Conclusion

[10] Aqeel Khalique, Kuldip Singh, Sandeep Sood,”
Implementation of Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm,
International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 – 8887)
Volume 2 – No.2, May 2010.

The medical image data can be accessed by the third party
and altered the contents of the data during the transmission.
To prevent the unauthorized access by the third party the
source and destination entity should be authenticated. A
digital signature can be generated from a digital media file
and appended to DICOM header to be used for authentication
and transmitted over a secure channel. At the receiver, the
header is received and verified for the signature. If the
signature matches then the data transmitted by authorized
entity else data transmission done by fraudulent peer. The
experiential results proved the correctness and the
verification which confirm the storage of signature field
lesser compared to conventional methods and more
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